
 

May   12,   2020  
 
The   Honorable   Nancy   Pelosi                    The   Honorable   Mitch   McConnell   
Speaker   of   the   House                      Majority   Leader   
United   States   House   of   Representatives                         United   States   Senate   
H-232,   U.S.   Capitol    S-230,   U.S.   Capitol   
Washington,   DC   20515          Washington,   DC   20510  

The   Honorable   Kevin   McCarthy        The   Honorable   Charles   Schumer   
Minority   Leader           Minority   Leader   
United   States   House   of   Representatives                           United   States   Senate   
H-204,   U.S.   Capitol     S-220,   U.S.   Capitol   
Washington,   DC   20515                        Washington,   DC   20510   
 

Dear   Speaker   Pelosi,   Leader   McConnell,   Leader   McCarthy,   and   Leader   Schumer,  

As   you   address   the   global   COVID-19   pandemic   and   its   impact   on   our   lives   and   economy,   we   urge   you   to  
take   immediate   action   to   correct   vulnerabilities   associated   with   our   country’s   reliance   on   Concentrated  
Animal   Feeding   Operations   (CAFOs) 1    where   future   deadly   pathogens   will   likely   develop.  
 
Specifically,   we   ask   Congress   to:  
 

● put   into   action   a   plan   for   phasing   out   large   CAFOs   by   passing   legislation   such   as   the   Farm   System  
Reform   Act; 2  

● establish   a   moratorium   on   mergers,   and   strengthen   anti-trust   laws   to   disempower   large,   corporate  
agribusinesses   that   have   made   CAFOs   a   central   part   of   operations;  

● help   smaller,   independent   farmers   lead   the   way   toward   structural   transition   by   passing   into   law   a  
pilot   program   called   the   At-Risk   Farmer   and   Rancher   Diversification   Act. 3  

 
Americans   have   long   recognized   that   CAFOs   pollute   the   air,   contaminate   water,   and   destroy   biodiversity.  
Now   the   public   is   coming   to   discover   that   most   infectious   diseases   are   zoonotic   and   industrial   farming  
operations   that   concentrate   large   numbers   of   animals   in   small   spaces   present   prime   breeding   grounds   for  
the   development   of   future   pathogens.   
 
In   a   CDC   commissioned   report,   The   National   Association   of   Local   Boards   of   Health   observed,  
 

“The   more   animals   that   are   kept   in   close   quarters,   the   more   likely   it   is   that   infection   or   bacteria   can  
spread   among   the   animals,”    and   that   in   CAFOs,    “there   is   the   possibility   of   novel   (or   new)   viruses  
developing.”    4   

 



The   US   government   is   likewise   concerned   about   the   potential   of   diseases   spreading   through   American  
livestock   populations,   as   demonstrated   by   passage   of   the    March   5th   Protecting   America’s   Food   and  
Agriculture   Act    of   2019. 5  

 
Considering   that   USDA   data   indicates   that   more   than   98%   of   animals   raised   for   food   are   produced   in   what  
the   EPA   would   classify   as   CAFOs, 6,   7    our   mainstream   food   supply   is   also   a   mainstream   cause   of   zoonotic  
pandemics.  
 
And   yet,   regulations   affecting   large,   monopolizing   agribusinesses   have   been   relaxed.   For   example,   many  
CAFOs   operate   without   EPA   permits, 8    and   a   recent   policy   update   allows   for   sped-up   production   lines   and  
less   governmental   supervision.   Professional   inspectors   have   objected   to   these   more   lenient   policies,   citing  
safety   concerns. 9,10    Furthermore,   a   lack   of   anti-trust   enforcement   has   allowed   large   agribusiness  
corporations   to   dominate   whole   sectors   to   the   point   where   small   independent   farmers,   who   are   trying   to  
farm   sustainably   and   safely,   have   been   squeezed   out.    11  

 
Unfortunately,   many   federal   farm   programs   provide   well-intended   supports   with   unintended   consequences.  
Cheap   loans,   cheap   livestock   feed,   disaster   relief,   profit   protections,   fixed   pricing   schemes,   oversupply  
purchase   programs,   and   relaxed   environmental   rules 12    encourage   large   agribusinesses   to   pursue   farming  
practices   that   are   hazardous   to   public   health   and   result   in   overproduction   and   waste.  
 
If   we   continue   relying   on   CAFOs,   and   continue   allowing   the   large   corporations   that   control   them   to   pack  
ever   more   animals   into   confined   areas,   we   will   put   the   public   at   greater   risk   for   future   pandemics   from  
pathogens   even   more   contagious   and   deadly   than   the   SARS-CoV-2   virus   that   is   sickening   people   today  
with   COVID-19.   Furthermore,   pollution,   biodiversity   loss,   and   other   negative   aspects   associated   with  
CAFOs   will   intensify.  
 
We   call   on   Congress   to   begin   the   process   of   transitioning   willing   farmers   toward   safe   and   sustainable  
farming   practices   that   will   lead   to   the   cessation   of   all   large   CAFO   operations.   We   propose   putting   power  
back   into   the   hands   of   small,   independent   farmers   by   phasing   out   CAFOs   via   legislation   such   as   the   Farm  
System   Reform   Act,   tightening   anti-trust   regulations,   and   enacting   the   At-Risk   Farmer   and   Rancher  
Diversification   Act   as   a   pilot   program   to   help   farmers   impacted   by   COVID-19   transition   away   from   animal  
agriculture   to   more   sustainable   production.  
 
Thank   you   for   your   time   and   consideration   on   this   important   issue.   
 
 
Respectfully,  
 
 
Agriculture   Fairness   Alliance  
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